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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: The recent advancement of social media has greatly impacted people's daily lives. People 

nowadays express their emotions through social media. Twitter is the most utilized social media 

platform for people to share information. As social media popularity is increasing a lot of 

information available on the internet becomes dubious and misleading. The sarcastic text is a true 

lie spread through social media and it is a statement that is different from the actual message. It is 

very challenging to recognize sarcasm from social media manually. Therefore, the detection of 

sarcasm is essential from social media using an advanced automated system based on deep learning 

methods. In this study, we have proposed a novel method for the detection of sarcasm. In this study, 

BoW, TF-IDF, and word embeddings are used to detect the prominent features from the text and a 

long-short memory (LSTM) network for identifying sarcastic remarks in a given corpus. The 

publicly available Twitter dataset is used in this study which is based on sarcasm, irony, and regular 

tweets. To evaluate the methods, we have used recall, precision, F1, and accuracy score as the 

evaluation parameters. The proposed model achieved a 99.01% accuracy for the detection of sarcasm 

on social media. 
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. Introduction 

Sarcasm is an insidious social media phenomenon expressing biased and strongly felt opinions[1]. 

These kinds of opinions can be delivered through social media as social media provides a platform where 

people can openly express their feelings which might either have or not have a harmful impact on others. 

The early researches describe some of the benefits of sarcasm, such as the sarcastic text boosting creativity 

for problem-solving. The snarky text is a true lie embedded in the message statement. The meaning of a 

sarcastic text is different compared to the actual message. People use sarcastic text for criticism with indi-

rectness on social media.  

The sarcasm text associates exposing or constructing contradictions between intended meanings. Early 

research explored how sarcasm makes a statement sound more critical and easily misinterpreted. Sarcasm 

on social media can be spread due to numerous reasons[2]. People adopt sarcasm in social media texts 

based on their social behavior and daily life activities. The following are some of the primary causes of 

sarcasm in social media: Feeling insecure, Latent anger, and social awkwardness. Due to the complexity of 

automatic sarcasm detection, previous studies commonly used rule-based and statistical techniques. The 

classical approaches are only able to learn the text's importance. The advanced deep learning approach can 

be applied to understand the contextual information from the sarcasm text. Sarcasm is the study of extract-

ing the emotion and sentiment related to any entities or discussion. The emotion of people about sarcasm 

expresses their negative or positive sentiments or opinions by using the relevant word in the text. For daily 

life activities, sarcastic opinions related to the products can be important for business organizations. Based 

on the extracted sentiment help to construct decision support systems. So, the timely detection of sarcasm 

from social media helps to overcome the stress and negativity spreading by expressing sarcasm. 
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There are numerous classical techniques to detect sarcasm from social media. The detection of sarcasm 

text is based on the five most common methods[3]follow as. The sarcasm in social media text is difficult to 

detect because of the absence of verbal tone. The verbal tone is mostly considered to convey sarcasm when 

speaking. Suppose a user on social media is being sarcastic in conservations. The user may add multiple 

letters to common words to indicate a sarcastic tone in the text. The user on social media might use words 

to indicate an elongated syllable. For example, if a user on social media posts a statement that other mem-

bers do not believe, they may reply by posting "Right." However, stretching out the word sarcastically. We 

can say that the use of the word "Right" in the text is a form of sarcasm. The use of intense adjectives usually 

refers to hyperbolic language, which also indicates sarcasm in the text. Suppose a user on social media is 

enthusiastic about a subject that user is being hyperbolic, which is an indicator of sarcasm in text[20][27]. 

The more intense version of common words indicates hyperbole, which is sarcasm. The references to pop-

ular culture mentioned in the text can indicate sarcasm in the text on social media. We can check if a user 

is being sarcastic if the user uses any references in the post text. For example, the user puts his political 

view in the message by citing or referencing another source. The user may also ask a question that also 

indicates sarcasm. Sarcasm is commonly spread on social media by a user who is frustrated or angry. So, 

if reading a text post feels aggressive, it seems to be sarcastic. If users post heated arguments on social 

media, they spread sarcasm. The text messages words on social media can be analyzed by the meaning of 

words around them. The sarcasm can be detected by examining the context of a message. The potentially 

sarcastic portion of the message can be examined carefully, which may lead to sarcasm. 

The contextual and textual features from Twitter tweet messages can be used for various text detection 

strategies such as emotion analysis, sarcasm detection, and many more[4]. The textual feature-based clas-

sification is utilized to categorize sarcasm-related social media posts and not sarcasm posts. In the textual 

dataset, many text characteristics can be used to determine the sarcasm in the text. The most commonly 

used textual feature forms are described below. The meaning or semantic aspect in the social media-related 

text is captured using its semantic features[5][26]. The text posts are then filtered by using semantic-based 

approaches to classify the text as sarcasm or not sarcasm. The meaningful patterns and insights from the 

textual data by utilizing the semantic features. The linguistic or lexical features represented the frequency 

of unique words extracted by using the BOW or TFIDF vectorization techniques to detect sarcasm from 

social media text. The punctuations, pronouns, verbs, and hashtags in the text related to sarcasm are the 

forms of linguistic features. The text recognition-based artificial intelligence techniques primarily used 

word count, dictionaries, and psycholinguistic features[6][12]. These features refer to the psycholinguistic 

features, which can be used to detect sarcasm from textual data. 

To build an automated tool for detecting sarcasm from social media, we have used the Twitter plat-

form[7]. In this research study, we used tweets with sarcasm to conduct our research experiments. Twitter 

is the most popular public social media tool, which was launched in 2006. According to a recent state, by 

using Twitter daily, 500 million tweets are uploaded with 100 million daily active Twitter users. Nowadays, 

people are so friendly to use Twitter. They are sharing their thoughts and ideas with a big audience. The 

events and news are commonly shared through Twitter. Twitter users can easily post a short message and 

tag the people they follow. Sarcasm detection is emerging as an important task for text classification and 

can be beneficial to many Text Mining applications, such as sentiment analysis, opinion mining, and mar-

keting[1]. So, for sarcasm classification, data will be analyzed by the machine learning algorithm and neu-

ral networks after applying feature selection methods. Furthermore, these models will be evaluated by 

some evaluation parameters such as accuracy, precision, TNR TPR, recall, and f1-score[29]. 

Nowadays, deep learning techniques are highly involved in solving NLP-related tasks such as text 

classification, emotion analysis, and many more[8]. The deep learning-based models mimic human brain 

neural networks. So, deep learning-based neural networks can learn text over a long time for better perfor-

mance. Deep learning neural networks utilize layers to process data. The deep learning models can able to 

learn long text sequences with high efficiency. There are a lot of challenges associated with sarcasm detec-

tion rightly. The sarcastic content on social media is written very politely, which is very difficult to de-

tect[9]. People on social media use politeness to be sarcastic with highly formal words. So, the formation 

of advanced deep learning-based methods is tough, which can detect sarcasm online with high efficiency 

and less time consumption. There is another challenge the availability of a huge textual dataset. A big 

enough dataset is an issue, so applying the deep learning models well in learning about the sarcasm text. 
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The availability of huge sarcasm-related databases results in achieving high accuracy for sarcasm detec-

tion[17][20]. Our proposed study covers these challenges using advanced deep learning models and a 

tweet-based huge sarcasm-related database. The sarcasm must be handled on social media instantly as it 

might cause rumors, identity theft, compromising of confidentiality and authenticity, fake profiles, and 

likewise. The sarcasm on social media is a threat to societal stability. The sarcasm attracts greater attention 

and creates a deeper impact than other negative responses on social media. Since sarcasm is the opposite 

of what is said or written, therefore, it is difficult to reveal the nature of that comment. The manual detec-

tion of sarcasm text is very difficult and time-consuming. An artificial intelligence-based automated system 

must be built to detect sarcasm from social media[19]. The research aims to reduce and overcome anxiety 

through social media using an automated system through the investigation of numerous textual features 

and properties that can help in the detection of sarcasm from online content. Moreover, it automatically 

predicts and detects sarcasm without human intervention/efforts by utilizing deep learning and machine 

learning techniques[25]. Following are the key contribution of proposed method 

1. In this study, BoW, TF-IDF, and word embeddings are used to detect the prominent features of the 

text. 

2. The LSTM uses the above mention features to detect sarcasm, irony and normal tweets. To better detect 

sarcasm, our algorithm highlights key phrases and clauses in the text. 

3. Using our data, we can replicate the findings of state-of-the-art models, allowing us to draw meaning-

ful comparisons. As compared to competing models, our suggested model performs better. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows. 

Section 2 discusses the material and methods. Experimentation and results are discussed in section 3. Sec-

tion 4 contains the conclusion. 

 

2. Materials and Methods  

The study workflow architecture for detecting sarcasm from social media text is analyzed in Figure 

1. A textual dataset collected from Twitter social media platform is used for conducting our study experi-

ments. The tweet's text is pre-processed to remove unwanted noise from it. Numerous textual feature en-

gineering techniques such as BOW, TFIDF, and word embedding are applied. The pre-processed textual 

dataset is then split into two portions. One portion is a train set based on 80% of the dataset, and the other 

portion is a test set based on 20% of the dataset. The three-machine learning and two deep learning-based 

methods are applied to the dataset. The deep learning-based models LSTM and RNN are compared. The 

applied models are trained with a training set. The outperformed LSTM model was tested in real-time with 

a testing set. The outperformed model predictions are validated using different evaluation parameters. The 

accuracy, precision, recall, and f1 score are the model evaluation parameters used in this study.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Study methodology analysis for sarcasm detection 
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2.1 Data Set 

The textual dataset utilized in this research study is open-source. The dataset is publicly available 

online at the famous data repository Kaggle[16]. The dataset is formed by collecting tweets from Twitter 

social media platforms related to sarcasm and irony. The text dataset based on 60170 tweets is used and 

classified into one of the three target classes Regular, Sarcasm, and Irony. The dataset file contains two 

columns. The tweet column represents the textual message posted by a Twitter user, and the class column 

represents the target label categorized as Regular, Sarcasm, and Irony in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. The dataset features descriptive analysis. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

The below figure 2, contains 20681 for sarcasm 20894 for irony and 18595 tweets of regular comments. 
 

 
 

             Figure 2. The target class-based data distribution analysis. 
 

2.2 Text Pre-processing 

The advanced text pre-processing techniques are applied to the sarcasm textual dataset to clean un-

wanted noise. The noise in the text causes the learning model barrier to detect sarcasm from social media 

text with high accuracy. Due to this reason, we have cleaned the dataset and made it pre-processed for 

applied machine and deep learning models. Initially, we dropped the null values from the dataset and 

converted the tweets column into string type. After pre-processing, the final dataset contains 60170 tweets. 

The followings are our stepwise text-cleaning strategies. 

2.2.1 Lower case conversion 

We have converted each tweet text into lowercase as it helps in the process of pre-processing. The 

technique removes the case-sensitivity of text which is beneficial for the text mining model for learning 

text sequences with similar patterns. 

2.2.2 Stop words removal 

We have cleaned our tweet text dataset by removing unnecessary stop words. Removal of stop words 

involves many advantages. The stop words are generally based on the pronouns and articles of languages. 

The stop words in the text are “the,” “are,” “a,” and many more. It reduces the text sequence size and 

training time of a learning model due to the valuable token involved[18]. The stop words removal enhances 

the performance of the applied machine and deep learning models. 

2.2.3 Punctuation removal 

The unwanted punctuations from the text of the tweet are removed during the pre-processing. They 

increase the overhead for a learning model during training. The punctions include question marks (?), 

commas (,), exclamation marks (!), colons (:), apostrophes ('), and many more[19]. These types of punctions 
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are removed from each tweet text from our study dataset. 

2.2.4 Stemming/lemmatize 

We have applied the lemmatization/stemming techniques to our tweet textual dataset. The lemmati-

zation normalizes the textual data. It converts the different inflected forms of words into the root form, 

which has the same meaning. This technique reduces the complexity of a learning model and results in 

achieving a high-performance score in text classification . For example, in tweet text, the word “caring” 

would be normalized as “care,” which is the more convenient form of text for a learning model. 

2.2.5 Tokenization 

Finally, the pre-processed tweets text is converted into clean tokens, which it refers  as tokenization. 

After removing all unwanted noise, the text is tokenized and converted into a sentence. The sentences are 

then converted into a clean token of words[8]. The words are then updated with tweet text related to the 

sarcasm. 

2.3 Feature engineering 

The numerous features of engineering techniques applied to the sarcasm related to the tweet textual 

data are analyzed in this section. The BOW, TFIDF, and word embedding-based textual data representa-

tions techniques are applied to build machine learning and deep learning models. The performance com-

parisons result by using these three feature engineering techniques are evaluated[13][24]. These used fea-

ture extraction techniques are described in this section. 

2.3.1 Bag of Word 

The Bag of Word (BOW) based feature engineering technique is applied to extract features from our 

textual dataset data[14][23]. The BOW feature extraction technique converts textual data into meaningful 

numerical data. The numerical data is based on the presence of the words in a particular sentence. The 

occurrence of a word in a sentence is represented by each encoded value in the numerical data. If a word 

is present in a sentence, the outcome is 1 else 0 in the representation feature map. The Bow has many 

disadvantages, such as no ordering of the words in the text, no information on the grammar of the sen-

tences, and high computation resource.  

2.3.2 Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency 

The Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) based feature engineering is conducted 

to transform the text of the tweet into a machine-learning feature vector[15]. The TFIDF is a numerical 

statistic method that is used to determine whether a word is to a document in a collection or corpus. The 

importance of each word is preserved by the TFIDF feature extraction technique compared to BOW[21]. 

The TF is a measure of how frequently a word appears in a text. The IDF determined the importance of 

each word in a text. The TFIDF has the disadvantage that it does not understand the context of a word in 

the text. The TFIDF feature representation map is calculated by the difference between TF and IDF. The 

formula of calculation TFIDF is represented as: 

                       𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓 = 𝑡𝑓𝑡𝑑 ∗ log(𝑖𝑑𝑓) (1)       

2.3.3 Word Embedding 

As the BOW and TFIDF feature extraction techniques failed to understand the context of a word in 

the text, the word embedding vector concept is introduced. The word embedding feature engineering tech-

nique is applied to vectorize our tweet's textual dataset for deep learning techniques[16]. Each text in the 

tweet is converted and transformed into a sequence of integers. Every integer in the sequence is the index 

of a token in a dictionary. The sequence vector has the coefficient for each token that could be binary. 

2.4 Dataset splitting 

The tweets-based dataset used in this study is split into two portions with a splitting ratio of 80:20. 

The 80% set of our study textual dataset is used to train the applied machine learning and deep learning 

methods. To validate the performance of each applied model, we tested with 20% of the data. The data 

splitting in our study results in preventing the applied model’s overfitting. The data splitting validates our 

study results from performance in real-time. The study models are now in a generalized form to detect the 

sarcasm from the social media text. 

2.4.1 Long Short-Term Memory 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)[13]is an advanced neural network-based deep learning tech-

nique that is commonly used to solve classification problems. Generally, the LSTM model is used to learn 
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the long sequence data, such as the long text comments data. The LSTM model learns and extracts patterns 

from long sequence datasets efficiently. The LSTM is an extended version of the RNN model to overcome 

some issues of the RNN model. The chain structure of the LSTM model is made up of neural networks and 

many memory blocks. The long-time sequence learning of the property of the LSTM model is achieved by 

using the three-gate named input, output, and forget gate. The flow of data patterns in the neural network 

cells is controlled by the gates in the LSTM model. Unlike a standard RNN unit, an LSTM unit keeps a 

memory cell Ct at time t. The output ht of an LSTM unit is determined by using the calculations below: 

 

1. 𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑓 . [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝑓)            

2. 𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑖 . [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝑖)        

3. 𝐶𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊𝑐 . [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝑐        

4. 𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑜. [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝑜)       

5. ℎ𝑡 = ℎ𝑡 ∗ tanh(𝑐𝑡)                     

6. 𝐶𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑓𝑡 × 𝐶𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑖 × 𝐶𝑡)             
 

2.5 Training and testing of applied models 

All applied machine learning and deep learning techniques are trained and tested with the split da-

taset parts. When the training of each applied model is completed with 80% data portion, then each model 

is tested with 20% data and ready to detect the sarcasm from social media text. 

2.6 Applied model’s evaluations parameters 

Each applied model is tested and evaluated based on some scientific evaluation’s metric parametric. 

The four advanced metrics are used for the performance evaluation of applied models. The accuracy, pre-

cision, recall, and f1 scores are evaluation performance metrics used in this research study. The following 

are the basic notations of evaluations metrics parameters[16]. 

• True Positive (TP): The correct positive predictions of a target class are referred to as True Positive 

(TP). 

• True Negative (TN): The correct negative predictions of a target class are referred to as True Negative 

(TN). 

• False Positive (FP):  The incorrect positive predictions of a target class are referred to as False Positives 

(FP). 

• False Negative (FN):  The incorrect negative predictions of a target class are referred to as False Neg-

ative (FN). 

 

3. Experimentation and Results 

The scientific results validations and results discussions are performed in this chapter. The results 

evaluations for each applied machine learning and deep learning model are comparatively analyzed. The 

results with different feature engineering techniques are described in detail. 

3.1 Experimental setup 

The scientific experimental preparations for conducting the research experiments are analyzed. The 

hardware system specifications are described in Table 2 with each system parameter. The applied machine 

and deep learning models are built using Sklearn API with version 1.0.2, Keras with version 2.9.0, and 

TensorFlow with version 2.9.2. The accuracy, precision, recall, and f1 score are our model evaluation pa-

rameters for sarcasm detection. 

Table 2. The system parameters and specifications to conduct our study experiments. 

 

 

 

 

System parameter Specification 

Vendor_id Genuine Intel 

Model 79 

Model name 
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 

2.20GHz 

CPU MHz 2199.998 

Cache size 56320 KB 

Address sizes 
46 bits physical, 48 bits 

virtual 
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3.1.1 Applied models  

The hyperparameter tuning techniques are applied during the performance results evaluations of 

each applied method. To enhance the performance metrics scores, hyperparameter tuning is applied to 

each machine learning and deep learning model. The best-fit hyperparameters on which we achieved a 

high score for sarcasm detection are determined. A recursive process of training and testing is applied to 

find the best-fit hyperparameters. The applied machine learning and deep learning hypermeters are ana-

lyzed in Table 3. 

Table 3. The hypermeters analysis of applied deep learning models. 

Technique Hyperparameters 

LSTM 
activation='softmax', loss = 'categorical_crossentropy', opti-

mizer = 'adam', metrics='accuracy' 

RNN 
activation='softmax', loss = 'categorical_crossentropy', opti-

mizer = 'adam', metrics='accuracy' 

 

3.2 Results with deep learning 

The performance results of applied neural network-based advanced deep learning methods are an-

alyzed in this section. The text sequence learning-based deep learning methods are applied in comparison. 

The applied RNN model works using feedback loops in the recurrent layer, which maintain information 

in memory over time The accuracy, precision, recall, and f1 scores are calculated for each applied machine-

learning model. 

3.2.1 Results with Word Embeddings 

The word embedding-based features are used to build the applied deep learning models, and the 

results are evaluated. Table 4 contains the results of each applied deep learning method for all performance 

metrics. The word embedding features are created by converting each tweet text into a sequence of integers 

which are the index of a token in a dictionary. The analysis shows that the deep learning model LSTM 

outperformed with a 99.01% accuracy score for sarcasm detection from text.  
 

Table 4. The results of applied deep learning models with word embedding features. 

Technique 
Accuracy 

score (%) 

Precision 

score (%) 

Recall 

score (%) 

F1-

score 

(%) 

LSTM 99.01 98.25 97.14 98.11 

RNN 96.34 97.14 96.12 95.45 

 

The vertical bar chart-based comparative performance analysis of applied deep learning methods 

is visualized in Figure 3. The shows that the LSTM model achieved a 99.01% score for accuracy, and 98.25% 

precision metric. The applied RNN model also achieved good scores, but less than the LSTM in compari-

son.  
 

 

Figure 3. The performance comparison of applied deep learning methods with word embedding features 

 

The time series-based performance comparative analysis of the applied deep learning method 

LSTM during training is visualized in Figure 4. The time series line graphs contain the results of the LSTM 
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model for ten epochs of training. The results values are based on the training loss and train accuracy. This 

analysis concluded that the applied LSTM model achieved above 80% performance score during training 

and validation. The applied LSTM is in generalized form for detecting sarcasm from social media text. 

 
Figure 4. The time series-based performance comparison LSTM model during training. 

 

The confusion matrix analysis of the applied deep learning-based LSTM method is analyzed in Fig 

5. The confusion matrix’s results of the applied model are extracted by using the word embedding features. 

The confusion matrix results summarize the performance of our applied deep learning-based LSTM tech-

nique using word embedding features in this analysis. The confusion matrix analysis is based on the three 

classes as the target. This analysis demonstrates that the applied LSTM model has minimum values of 

wrong predictions, which shows that they achieved a 99.01% performance accuracy score.  

 
Figure 5. The confusion matrix applied deep learning-based LSTM technique. 

 

The time series-based performance comparative analysis of the applied deep learning method RNN 

during training is visualized in Figure 6. The analysis line graphs are based on the results of the RNN 

model for ten epochs during the training. The training loss and train accuracy are the results of comparative 

values in the graph. This analysis concluded that the applied RNN model achieved above 70% performance 

score during training and validation. The applied RNN is in generalized form for detecting sarcasm from 

social media text. 

 
Figure 6. The time series-based performance comparison RNN model during training. 

  

The confusion matrix analysis of the applied deep learning-based RNN method is analyzed in Fig 

7. The word embedding features are used to extract the confusion matrix’s results of the applied model. 

The confusion matrix results summarize the performance of the applied deep learning-based RNN tech-

nique using word embedding features in this analysis. The three classes as a target are utilized to build the 
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confusion matrix analysis. In conclusion, the RNN model achieved an acceptable score for sarcasm detec-

tion in this study due to the minimum confusion matrix error rate in comparisons. 

 
Figure 7. The confusion matrix applied deep learning-based RNN technique. 

 

3.3 Result of the proposed LSTM technique 

After the comparisons of the extensive results, we come to conclude that the deep learning-based 

LSTM model is outperformed with high-performance accuracy scores of 99.01%. The results of the pro-

posed LSTM model for all performance metrics are analyzed in Table 5.  

 
Table 5. The results of the proposed deep learning model with word embedding features. 

Technique Accuracy score (%) Precision score (%) Recall score (%) F1-score (%) 

LSTM 99.01 98.25 97.14 98.11 

 

The bar chart-based performance metrics comparison analysis of the proposed LSTM model is vis-

ualized in Figure 8. The comparison analysis shows that the proposed approach achieved a 99.01% score 

for all evaluated performance metrics in this study.  

 
 

Figure 8. The performance comparison of the proposed deep learning method with word embedding features. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Sarcasm refers to the use of the communicating language that normally signifies the opposite to 

convey contempt. Sarcasm text is an insidious social media phenomenon expressing biased and strongly 

felt opinions. A sarcastic text statement's meaning is different from the actual message. On social media, 

people use sarcastic text for criticism with indirectness. Sarcasm is associated with exposing or constructing 

contradictions between intended meanings. The recognition of sarcasm from social media manually is a 

very challenging task. To detect and overcome sarcasm from social media text, we have proposed an ad-

vanced automated system based on a deep learning model in this study. The deep learning-based RNN 
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and LSTM are the applied models to detect sarcasm from social media text. The Twitter dataset is split into 

a ratio of 80:20. The 80% portion of the dataset is used to train the applied machine learning and deep 

learning models. The applied methods are tested in real time with 20% of the data. Each applied method 

is fully hyperparameter tuned. The best-fit hypermeters of deep learning models are observed. The re-

peated process of training and testing is performed to find the best hypermeters. The hyperparameter tun-

ing results in achieving high-performance accuracy scores for the detection of sarcasm from social media 

text.   

In our current research study, we have applied deep learning techniques for detecting sarcasm. The 

transfer learning base techniques will be applied in the future. Our study used the Twitter tweet dataset 

for building the applied models. However, in the future, the textual dataset from different social media 

platforms will be used to build the models, such as Tinder, Facebook, Reddit, and many more. Sarcasm 

detection from different spoken language textual datasets will be performed, such as Urdu, Hindi, Spanish, 

and many more. Current research mostly focuses on textual datasets. However, in the future, images-based 

datasets and audio-based datasets will also be used to detect sarcasm. The visual-based dataset can be 

collected from different TV shows and YouTube channels. The facial expressions will be used to detect 

sarcasm from visual data. 
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